Uptake and release of metal ions by transferrin and interaction with receptor 1.
For a metal to follow the iron acquisition pathway, four conditions are required: 1-complex formation with transferrin; 2-interaction with receptor 1; 3-metal release in the endosome; and 4-metal transport to cytosol. This review deals with the mechanisms of aluminum(III), cobalt(III), uranium(VI), gallium(III) and bismuth(III) uptake by transferrin and interaction with receptor 1. The interaction of the metal-loaded transferrin with receptor 1 takes place in one or two steps: a very fast first step (μs to ms) between the C-lobe and the helical domain of the receptor, and a second slow step (2-6h) between the N-lobe and the protease-like domain. In transferrin loaded with metals other than iron, the dissociation constants for the interaction of the C-lobe with TFR are in a comparable range of magnitudes 10 to 0.5μM, whereas those of the interaction of the N-lobe are several orders of magnitudes lower or not detected. Endocytosis occurs in minutes, which implies a possible internalization of the metal-loaded transferrin with only the C-lobe interacting with the receptor. A competition with iron is possible and implies that metal internalization is more related to kinetics than thermodynamics. As for metal release in the endosome, it is faster than the recycling time of transferrin, which implies its possible liberation in the cell. This article is part of a Special Issue entitled Transferrins: Molecular mechanisms of iron transport and disorders.